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Fulfillment of I Love You
© Wings of Spirit

Trust as you move forward that this is what you have come to understand: with the will of God
as My command, I love you. There=s nothing else for you to remember. Having told you this
now, please be accepting of the fact that “I love you” encompasses all activity of grace, truth,
power, strength, opulence, energy, and fortitude to carry forth your own desires, which are that
which I AM.
Gravitational forces seek to take the mind to opportunities foreign to that truth. Feel me. I love
you. In that, all is fulfilled. All is fulfilled. Energy moves. And these patterns then to create that
which is the grand design given, written, within Myself you are. I love you! I keep with you
always!
Life offers many opportunities for energies to move here and there. This is My design. Of
course, enjoy. Let these energies be from the center. I love you. Like a yo yo, let these energies
go forth, in and out, up and down, all around, coming back. Hold Me, as I AM held in you.
Relax with the idea: Spirit is my gift, and carry Me equal as you opportune the mind to the spirit=s
command. And feel not afraid of anything, for nothing is less than I AM, which is equal to AI love
you.@ Let the mind rest here. Let it go to pastures none other than these. I love you. Boring?
No, indeed, try it for awhile. I love you. I love you.
Soon, time comes to pass, each day a new beginning in the earth, an opportunity to spiral in the
love I AM. Pastures, pastures, pastures, and more pastures do I spiral and guide you here and
there to find “I love you,” to be “I love you,” to play in “I love you,” to enjoy “I love you.” And
“I love you” is that which is the wisdom channel of all knowledge. Let there be, therefore, an
understanding that I love you is the answer to every dream. The power of every energy within
you sources itself from this impulse, and the majesty with which it reaches forward through you
will astound you, opening pastures for you. Love is the power that energizes its own self, which
you are.
Help yourself to the banquet table. Feast. To this I am gifted. Feast. To this I AM
gifted. For that which I have to receive within Myself is the gift I give to you, through
you, that I AM. Love is the power. Fractured moments are only of the mind. A heart
that feels broken is only of the mind, for I AM the eternal heart in you—perfect, whole,
complete. And within this heart to which I AM, contain I All and gift it to you. Feast.
Practice the idea, “The one that I AM I AM. The one that I AM I AM.”
Leftovers of the spirit do not exist. Each moment carries its own fulfillment. Gratifications
come in the measure of the gift given. Slowly allow that which is coming to feed. Try not to
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feed yourself. Remember I AM the shepherd, and I AM the sower, and I AM that which is
the Source. You are I AM! Feast. Treasures from on high filter down through the energies
in the earth and filter through the energies in your mind. In that which is called AI love you@,
energy fills all space and resources the Source. This idea is carried within you now as your
eternal life, and hovering around and within you is the mirror of yourself in angelic realms.
Pastures green.
Perceptions have only been training wheels for the mind. It is time to release them, for there
is an inner balance that will take you to where, when, and what you need to do. Go in that
energy of knowing “I AM the balance of my God, and I am taken within myself through I love
you to that which is the service I came here to enjoy.” I love that which is giving through me.
I love you.
Every sound I make reverberates through the cosmos and touches I love you everywhere
present. It is the joining and the union and the center from which all life flows. As I
remember this great “ism”, so be I, companioned in the earth and beyond. Never alone.
Always one. Trust what is given is an equal measure of opportunity, and choices are yours to
receive. Collect information only for discerning that which you would seek to have as
entertainment in the earth through your choice. And allow what is given to be understood as
opportunity and opportunity alone. For that eternal gift is all that is ever and forever given in
you, and you are the gift.
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The matrix of design creates after the image of the mind. And the selection of that which is
called >the choice= is equal to the design in effect. But understand it is only an effect. The
only choice you have is at the level of effect. Choose then to receive that which has been
given as your mind to choose that which is equal to My choice within you, saith I AM.
Believe in I AM you are, and Love is that which is sourcing itself as Myself you are. So, from
here then, I reservoir into that which is called effects of bounty, a banquet table before you.
Choose. Each of these opportunities is the idea which you have now available to choose an
effect. Cause is what you are, and you can never be given more than Cause, for Cause is all I
AM B equal to Source. Believe this, my love, and from this great truth, freedom to the mind
and the mind alone, for that (the mind) is all that feels it is not free. Rest in the assurance that
guidance is deeply, deeply embedded in that which you call Ayour heart@, for it is a component
of the matrix of I love you.
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Believe in that which is given to you as that which is, knowing that it is only I that seeks to
bless Myself in you to which I AM. Would I give Myself less than that which is all I have to
give? Receive now, child, in knowing that which you are has already gifted itself. Love me
now as I love you, for this is the circle of that which returns to the Source and resources that
which I AM you are.
Keep with that which is known to you only in peace. And tell that which seeks to enter to go
away. You have no use for it anymore. Do not fear that that which comes will feel rejection.
It is not of My design in My highest state of I love you. So turn it away to return to the
Source, which I AM, and reverberate from a higher frequency. See it this way, and you will
not feel as though you are rejecting anything. God is the eternal son, gifted in the I AM, to
which is empowerment in the center of the life force within all. Our majesty, if you will.
Crown upon your head, child of light, rests with such lightness that you cannot feel its weight.
For what is there to heaviness in the Light be? No thing but the purity and the freedom to
rise. The Light equals that which I AM. See yourself as that which you called >crowned= of
the Spirit of Light moving in the earth as the heart of God, in the heart of God, offering the
heart of God, opportuning the heart of God and this alone. No thing is less. All reality is this
truth. So if anything presents an opportunity to choose with the mind less than this truth, say
to this, >I have no need of you. Return to Source. I have no need of you. Return to Source.=
Gladly that which is given be received. Gladly that which is received be given. You are the
mustard seeds of my consciousness. You are the sower of my seeds. You are the matrix of
heaven in heart. You are that which is I love you! Comprehend only one thing - peace. From
peace I erupt my joy. From joy I erupt my bounty. From my bounty I erupt my earth.
Choose.
Gladly be that which is given and received. Take your opportunities in moments, and know
that they are given and received in equal opportunity. The presence is now. The equal is
now. The power is now. The proof is now. Say to yourself, AI know. I know. I know! I
know! I know!@ (AI@ knows)

